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there are a couple of scenes where suri and his friends indulge in typical bollywood slapstick, but they are just that - bollywood slapstick. what remains, however, is suri's movie and the actors' performance. both are strong enough to put the other in check, and the film is
rather entertaining to watch, if not for the occasional hick-up in pace. # movie story : the film deals with a newly married couple caught on camera at a hotel during their honeymoon. the video is released on the internet and the bride ultimately commits suicide. the

husband, in pursuit of revenge, delves into the world of underground pornography eventually traveling to amsterdam and switzerland to seek out the criminals of the underground pornography industry that profited from the film. on the whole, kalyug is a well-made film
that has a contemporary and modern feel to it. at the box-office, the film has potential to carve a niche for itself at multiplexes mainly. from the business point of view, the clash of three films in a week will only cut into each other's pie. hence, kalyug will have to depend

on a strong word of mouth to stand out. kalyug is a film of today. the film throws light at not just the porn websites that attract millions of eyeballs every single day, but also issues such as prostitution and human trafficking. suri's mentor and guide mahesh bhatt did
attempt a love story, with the mumbai flesh trade as its backdrop [sadak], but kalyug goes a step further: the love story takes an ugly turn when the protagonist finds himself amidst the million dollar porn industry in zurich.
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debutante smilie looks delicate and though she has a brief role, she does manage to
make her presence felt. however, her makeup is quite inconsistent. deepal shaw is a
revelation. the actor, who also makes her big screen debut with kalyug, gets into the
skin of her character and comes up with a performance that's sure to be noticed. her
body language coupled with her performance should take her far. synopsis before the
kalyug begins, lord krishna hands over an anklet that holds the answer to all of worlds

miseries. years later a doctor finds himself in the thick of things when the pursuit for the
anklet carries on. a doctor with a curious mind, karthikeya, aka karthik, believes in

pursuing the truth. the quest leads karthik to discover the power of the ancient indian
belief system and the essence of krishna. first of all, if karthik has discovered a way to
help stop the kalyug, why hasn't the government? what the hell is he doing all alone?

why isn't he asking for the support of the masses? i am not sure how much of the story is
there, but it seems like the same old world, still in the throes of the mmss and the porn

sites. i was expecting a little more, but only at the end. does any of this change the lives
of people? also, what's with the lack of action sequences? i've been to as many non-

hollywood films, where the action sequences are more interesting than these. there's no
fight, no violence, no blood and no guts. it's all very bland. why does the world go for
such movies? kalyug is a complete disaster. i know it's mahesh bhatt's magnum opus,

but it's just not that good! it's his first commercial venture and it's all downhill from
there. kalyug is like a translation of a play into hindi and english. the dialogue is just not

right. it's all banal and mundane. the performances of the actors are really banal. the
only performance worth watching is that of suri, but i haven't seen him do anything like

this before. yes, he looks good on the cover page, but he can't act, really. he doesn't
have the finesse or the charm. he's just like a machine. 5ec8ef588b
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